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Abstract. We derive optimal order a posteriori error estimates for fully discrete approximations of linear
Schrödinger-type equations, in the L8pL2q�norm. For the discretization in time we use the Crank-Nicolson

method, while for the space discretization we use finite element spaces that are allowed to change in time.
The main tool leading to optimal order a posteriori error estimates is the use of appropriate time-space

reconstructions, introduced earlier by Bänsch, Karakatsani & Makridakis, [4], for the heat equation. The final

estimates are obtained using energy techniques and residual-type estimators. Various numerical experiments
for the one-dimensional linear Schrödinger equation in the semiclassical regime, verify and complement our

theoretical results. The numerical implementations are performed with both uniform partitions and adaptivity

in time and space. The adaptivity using the obtained estimators has benefits, in terms of accuracy and
computational cost, especially for small values of the Planck constant.

1. Introduction

In this paper we focus on the a posteriori error control and adaptivity for fully discrete Crank-Nicolson
finite element (CNFE) schemes for the general form of linear Schrödinger equation:

(1.1)

$'&'%
Btu� iα∆u� igpx, tqu � fpx, tq in Ω � r0, T s,
u � 0 on BΩ � r0, T s,
up�, 0q � u0 in Ω,

where Ω is a convex “polygonal” domain in Rd, 1 ¤ d ¤ 3, with boundary BΩ, and 0   T   8. In (1.1), α is
a positive constant, g : Ω � r0, T s Ñ R and f : Ω � r0, T s Ñ C are given functions and u0 : Ω Ñ C is a given
initial value. Problem (1.1) can be rewritten equivalently in variational form as

(1.2)

# xBtuptq, υy � iαx∇uptq,∇υy � i
@
gptquptq, υD � @

fptq, υD, @υ P H1
0 pΩq, t P r0, T s,

up�, 0q � u0 in Ω,

where x�, �y denotes the L2�inner product, or the H�1�H1
0 duality pairing, depending on the context. We also

denote by } � } the norm in L2pΩq. It is well known that, if g P C1
�r0, T s;C1pΩq�, f P L2

�r0, T s;L2pΩq�, ft P
L2
�r0, T s;H�1pΩq�, and u0 P H1

0 pΩq, then problem (1.2) admits a unique weak solution u P C�r0, T s;H1
0 pΩq

�
with ut P C

�r0, T s; H�1pΩq�; cf., e.g., [28, 10, pages 620–630]. We thus assume that the data of (1.1) have
the necessary regularity to guarantee the existence of a unique weak solution of (1.2). To avoid making the
forthcoming analysis more technical, we further assume that g satisfies

(1.3) sup
xPΩ

gpx, tq ¥ � inf
xPΩ

gpx, tq, @t P r0, T s.

Condition (1.3) is not restrictive from applications’ point of view, as, in most applications, g denotes a non-
negative potential and thus (1.3) is automatically satisfied.

Despite the fact that problem (1.1) is linear, a posteriori error bounds for linear Schrödinger equations are
very limited in the literature. In particular, a posteriori error estimates in the L8pL2q�norm for fully discrete
CNFE schemes have been proven earlier by Dörfler in [12]; these estimates are first order accurate in time,
thus not optimal. In [17] (see also [18]), we considered only time-discrete approximations and we managed
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to prove optimal order a posteriori error estimates for (1.1) in the L8pL2q and L8pH1q�norms. This was
achieved using the Crank-Nicolson reconstruction proposed by Akrivis, Makridakis & Nochetto in [1]. Similar
estimates for (1.1), using an alternative reconstruction, proposed by Lozinski, Picasso & Prachittham in [22],
can be found in [18]. Optimal order a posteriori error estimates for fully discrete CNFE schemes do not exist so
far in the literature. Some preliminary results to that direction can be found in [18]. However, the a posteriori
estimators derived in [18] are scaled by the global L8pL8q�norm of g. Hence, the derived estimators do not
reflect the physical properties of the problem, which makes adaptivity through these estimates not efficient.

Nevertheless, adaptivity may be proven beneficial for the numerical solution of (1.1). In fact, this is
something we expect in the case of linear Schrödinger equation in the semiclassical regime:

(1.4) Btu� i
ε

2
∆u� i

ε
V px, tqu � 0,

with high frequency initial data. It is clear that (1.4) is a special case of (1.1) with α :� ε
2 , g :� 1

εV and f � 0.
In (1.4), ε (0   ε ! 1) is the scaled Planck constant, V is a smooth, time-dependent potential and u is the
wave function. The wave function u is used to define primary physical quantities, called observables ([2, 15]),
such as the position density,

(1.5) |upx, tq|2,
and the current density,

(1.6) Jpx, tq :� Im
�
upx, tq∇upx, tq�.

Problems related to (1.4) are of great interest in Physics and Engineering. However, the solution of (1.4) is
complicated from the theoretical as well as the numerical analysis point of view. It is well known that for ε
small (close to zero), the solution of (1.4) oscillates with wavelength Opεq, preventing u to converge strongly
as ε Ñ 0. Because of this, standard numerical methods fail to correctly approximate u and the observables,
unless very fine mesh sizes and time steps are used (cf., e.g., [2, 25, 26]). In particular, there is a very restrictive
dispersion relation connecting the mesh sizes (space and time) with parameter ε; cf., e.g., (4.9) below. In this
work, we aim to investigate whether the restrictive conditions on the mesh sizes can be relaxed for small values
of ε using adaptivity.

A posteriori error estimates in the L8pL2q�norm have been proven earlier in [19] for another family of
numerical methods and uniform partitions, the so-called time-splitting spectral methods. In [19], only the
one-dimensional case in space is studied, whereas only time-independent potentials are allowed, without being
clear how the theory can be extended to time-dependent potentials. Time-splitting spectral methods for (1.4)
were introduced by Bao, Jin & Markowich in [2].

The main goals of the current work are:

 To provide rigorous a posteriori error analysis for (1.1) for CNFE approximations using finite element spaces
that are allowed to change in time.

 To study the advantages of adaptivity through the obtained estimators for the efficient error control of (1.1).

These are not easy tasks, even for simpler equations, such as the heat equation; cf., e.g., [22], where the
estimates are valid without mesh change, and [32], where the estimates are not of optimal order. These issues
for the heat equation have been recently resolved by Bänsch, Karakatsani & Makridakis in [4]. In [5], the same
authors provide detailed numerical experiments that verify the optimal order of the estimators.

The analysis of the paper is based on ideas of [4] and, in particular, on the introduction of appropriate
time-space reconstructions. Such reconstructions for CNFE schemes can be defined by combining the idea of
the elliptic reconstruction developed by Makridakis & Nochetto in [23] with the Crank-Nicolson reconstruction
of [1, 22]. The notion of the elliptic reconstruction has also been used earlier in [20] and [14] for the derivation
of optimal order a posteriori error estimates for backward Euler finite element (BEFE) schemes for the heat
and the wave equation, respectively.

Despite the fact that in some places we follow the methodology of [4], our analysis includes novel results
and ideas. Our main contributions are:

 Proof of optimal order a posteriori error bounds in the L8pL2q�norm for CNFE schemes for (1.1). The fact
that the analysis includes time-dependent potentials, makes the problem more challenging. Not only rigorous
results for time-dependent potentials do not exist for Schrödinger equations, but in addition there exists
very limited literature in the a posteriori error analysis studying problems with time-dependent operators
of the form Aptq :� �α∆ � gpx, tq. To the best of our knowledge, only in [6] the authors deal with similar
operators.
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 Introduction of a modified elliptic reconstruction leading to upper bounds that do not involve the global
L8pL8q�norm of g, and thus, to bounds that do reflect the physical properties of the problem. The idea of
the modified elliptic reconstruction might be useful for other problems as well, such as convection-diffusion
or reaction-diffusion problems.

 A detailed numerical study on the efficiency and robustness of the a posteriori estimators through a time-
space adaptive algorithm. Our starting point is the adaptive algorithm proposed in [27], adapted to the
linear Schrödinger equation, (1.4). The a posteriori estimators derived in this work are on the solution u
of (1.1). However, in many applications observables like the position density (1.5), or the current density
(1.6) are far more important than the solution itself. Thus, we introduce an appropriate modification of the
a posteriori estimators and the adaptive algorithm. This modification is based on a heuristic idea and the
results concerning the observables are impressive. Overall, the adaptive algorithm reduces the computational
cost drastically and provides efficient error control of u and the observables for small values of the Planck
constant ε. It is impossible to obtain such results via standard techniques and without adaptivity.

More precisely, the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some notation and the numerical
method. We propose a modified elliptic reconstruction and discuss its properties. Following ideas from [4],
we define appropriate time-space reconstructions. The main theoretical results are stated in Section 3, where
the a posteriori analysis is developed and optimal order error bounds are derived using energy techniques,
residual-type error estimators and the properties of the reconstructions. The two last sections are devoted
to the numerical investigation of the efficiency of the estimators. In particular, in Section 4, we validate the
optimal order of convergence of the estimators using uniform partitions. For the linear Schrödinger equation
in the semiclassical regime, we verify numerically that the estimators have the expected behavior with respect
to the scaled parameter ε. Finally, in Section 5, we appropriately modify and apply to the one-dimensional
semiclassical Schrödinger equation a time-space adaptive algorithm described in [8, 29] (see also [27]). We
further develop the algorithm and we make it applicable for the approximation not only of the exact solution u
but also for the observables, and we discuss in detail the benefits of adaptivity for equations of the form (1.4).

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Notation–The method. We consider a partition 0 �: t0   t1   � � �   tN :� T of r0, T s, and let
In :� ptn�1, tns and kn :� tn � tn�1, 1 ¤ n ¤ N, denote the subintervals of r0, T s and the time steps,
respectively. Let also k :� max1¤n¤N kn. We discretize (1.1) by a Galerkin finite element method. To this
end, we introduce a family tTnuNn�0 of conforming shape-regular triangulations of Ω. We further assume that
each triangulation Tn, 1 ¤ n ¤ N, is a refinement of a macro-triangulation of Ω and that Tn�1 and Tn are
compatible. Two triangulations are said to be compatible if they are derived from the same macro-triangulation
by an admissible refinement procedure. For precise definitions of these properties of the family tTnuNn�0, we
refer to [20, 11]. Note that the triangulations are allowed to change arbitrarily from one step to another,
provided they satisfy the aforementioned compatibility conditions. These conditions are minimal and allow
for heavily graded meshes and adaptivity.

For an element K P Tn, we denote its boundary by BK. Let hK be the diameter of K P Tn and h :�
max0¤n¤N maxKPTn hK . Let also ΣnpKq be the set of internal sides of K P Tn (points in d � 1, edges in d � 2
and faces in d � 3) and define Σn :� �

KPTn
ΣnpKq. To any side e P Σn, we associate a unit vector ne on e

and for x P e and a function υ, we define

Jr∇υspxq :� lim
δÑ0

�
∇υpx� δneq �∇υpx� δneq

�
.

To each triangulation Tn, we associate the finite element space Vn,

Vn :� tΦn P H1
0 pΩq : @K P Tn, Φn|K P Pru,

where Pr denotes the space of polynomials in d variables of degree at most r.

With pTn :� Tn ^ Tn�1 we denote the finest common coarsening triangulation of Tn and Tn�1 and bypVn :� Vn
�

Vn�1 its corresponding finite element space. Finally, let qΣn :� Σn
�
Σn�1, and for K P pTn, letqΣn

K :� qΣn�K, where the element K P pTn is taken to be closed.

Definition 2.1 (discrete Laplacian). For 0 ¤ n ¤ N, the discrete version �∆n : L2pΩq Ñ Vn of the Laplace
operator �∆ onto Vn is defined as

(2.1) x�∆nυ, Φny � x∇υ,∇Φny, @Φn P Vn.
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We now discretize problem (1.1) by a modified Crank-Nicolson-Galerkin scheme, introduce earlier for the
heat equation in [4]. In that way, we obtain approximations Un P Vn to the exact solution u at the nodes
tn, 0 ¤ n ¤ N, given by the numerical method:

(2.2)
Un �ΠnUn�1

kn
� iα

Πn∆n�1Un�1 �∆nUn

2
� iPn

�
gptn� 1

2
qUn� 1

2

	
� Pnfptn� 1

2
q,

for 1 ¤ n ¤ N , with U0 :� P0u0 in Ω. In (2.2), tn� 1
2

:� tn�1�tn
2 , Un�

1
2 :� Un�1�Un

2 , and Pn : L2pΩq Ñ Vn,

Πn : Vn�1 Ñ Vn are appropriate projections or interpolants. In Sections 4, 5, where we discuss the numerical
experiments, Pn and Πn are taken to be the L2�projection. However, the theory is still valid for other choices
of Pn and Πn (cf. [4, 5]), and therefore we consider the method in this general setting. Another non-standard
term appearing in (2.2) is Πn∆n�1Un�1 instead of ∆nUn�1. As it was observed in [4, 5], considering ∆nUn�1

instead of Πn∆n�1Un�1 may lead to oscillatory behavior of the obtained a posteriori estimators. For this
reason, we consider the modified scheme (2.2) instead of the standard one.

2.2. Modified elliptic reconstruction–Residual-type estimators. The elliptic reconstruction was origi-
nally introduced by Makridakis & Nochetto in [23] for the proof of optimal order a posteriori error estimates
in space in the L8pL2q�norm for evolution problems, using energy techniques. It was also one of the main
tools in the a posteriori error analysis of the heat equation for Crank-Nicolson fully discrete schemes; cf. [4].
We introduce now a modification of the elliptic reconstruction that will play a significant role in our analysis.
To this end, we introduce, in each In, the constant

(2.3) ḡn :� 1

2

�
sup
xPΩ

gpx, tn� 1
2
q � inf

xPΩ
gpx, tn� 1

2
q�.

The main reason for the choice of (2.3) is that the knowledge on “how far from ḡn is g in Ω” gives qualitative
information on the behavior of the exact solution, especially in the case of linear Schrödinger equation in the
semiclassical regime. In order for the elliptic reconstruction we introduce below to be well defined, we need
ḡn ¥ 0. This is automatically satisfied due to (1.3).

Definition 2.2 (modified elliptic reconstruction). For fixed Vn P Vn we define the elliptic reconstruction
RnVn P H1

0 pΩq of Vn to be the weak solution of the elliptic problem

(2.4) αx∇RnVn,∇φy � ḡnxRnVn, φy �
@p�α∆n � ḡnqVn, φ

D
, @φ P H1

0 pΩq.
As we shall see in the sequel, the above modified elliptic reconstruction will allow us to obtain qualitatively

better a posteriori error estimators. In fact, the supxPΩ |gpx, tq| that appears in the standard results of a
priori error analysis, can now be replaced, due to (2.4), by supxPΩ |gpx, tq � ḡn|, t P In, which leads to better
constants, when g doesn’t change much with respect to the spatial variable. A very interesting question here,
that needs further investigation, is whether the global constant supxPΩ |gpx, tq � ḡn| can be localized in each
element. This will not only lead to better constants in the final a posteriori error estimators, but also might
give the inspiration of proposing appropriate adaptive strategies.

Using (2.1), we see that Rn satisfies the orthogonality property

(2.5) α
@
∇pRn � IqVn,∇Φn

D� ḡn
@pRn � IqVn, Φn

D � 0, @Φn P Vn.
Let now z be the weak solution of the following elliptic problem

(2.6) x∇z,∇φy � @pRn � IqVn, φy, @φ P H1
0 pΩq,

and let Inz be its Clément-type interpolant in Vn (for the definition of the Clément-type interpolant and its
properties we refer to [9, 31] and [3, Section 4.8]). Then we can prove the next auxiliary lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Let z be the solution of (2.6) and Inz its Clément-type interpolant. Then, for all Vn P Vn, we
have the following estimate for RnVn

(2.7) }pRn � IqVn}2 ¤
��@�∆nVn, z � Inz

D� @
∇Vn,∇pz � Inzq

D��.
Proof. Using (2.6), we obtain

}pRn � IqVn}2 �
@
∇pRn � IqVn,∇z

D
,

and thus, invoking the definition of the modified elliptic reconstruction (2.4) and the orthogonality property
(2.5), we arrive at

}pRn � IqVn}2 � x�∆nVn, z � Inzy �
@
∇Vn,∇pz � Inzq

D� 1

α
ḡn
@pRn � IqVn, z

D
.

Since both α and ḡn are positive, (2.7) follows by
@pRn � IqVn, z

D � }∇z}2 ¥ 0; cf. (2.6). �
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Since we use finite element spaces that are allowed to change from tn�1 to tn, we will need to work with
quantities of the form }pRn � IqVn � pRn�1 � IqVn�1} for Vn P Vn and Vn�1 P Vn�1. To estimate such a
quantity, we consider the elliptic problem

x∇ẑ,∇φy � @pRn � IqVn � pRn�1 � IqVn�1, φ
D
, @φ P H1

0 pΩq
with solution ẑ and we denote by pInẑ its Clément-type interpolant onto pVn.
Lemma 2.2. For Vn P Vn and Vn�1 P Vn�1 we have that

(2.8)
}pRn � IqVn � pRn�1 � IqVn�1}2 ¤

��x∆nVn, ẑ � pInẑy � @
∇Vn,∇pẑ � pInẑqD

� x∆n�1Vn�1, ẑ � pInẑy � @
∇Vn�1,∇pẑ � pInẑqD��.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1. �

To estimate a posteriori the errors }pRn � IqVn} and }pRn � IqVn � pRn�1 � IqVn�1}, we use residual-type
error estimators. To this end, for a given Vn P Vn, 0 ¤ n ¤ N, we define the following L2�elliptic estimator:

(2.9) ηVnpVnq :�
" ¸
KPTn

�
}h2Kp∆�∆nqVn}2L2pKq � }h 3

2

KJr∇Vns}2L2pBKq

	* 1
2

.

In case d � 1, the part with the discontinuities does not exist on ηVn . For Vn P Vn and Vn�1 P Vn�1, 1 ¤ n ¤ N,
we also define

(2.10)

η
pVnpVn, Vn�1q :�

" ¸
KP pTn

�
}h2K

�p∆�∆nqVn � p∆�∆n�1qVn�1

�}2L2pKq

� }h 3
2

KJr∇Vn �∇Vn�1s}2L2p qΣn
Kq

	* 1
2

.

In view of the definition of ηVn and of (2.7), the Lemma below is standard. Its proof is based on duality
arguments and the elliptic regularity estimate for the Laplace operator. For details on the proof we refer, for
example, to [23, 20].

Lemma 2.3. For all Vn P Vn, 0 ¤ n ¤, N, it holds

(2.11) }pRn � IqVn} ¤ CηVnpVnq,
where the constant C depends only on the domain Ω and the shape regularity of the family of triangulations. �

Similarly, by (2.8) the estimate (2.12) in the next lemma holds. For a detailed proof, we refer to [20, 4].

Lemma 2.4. For Vn P Vn and Vn�1 P Vn�1, 1 ¤ n ¤ N, we have

(2.12) }pRn � IqVn � pRn�1 � IqVn�1} ¤ pCη
pVnpVn, Vn�1q,

where the constant pC depends only on the domain Ω, the shape regularity of the triangulations, and the number
of bisections necessary to pass from Tn�1 to Tn. �

2.3. Space and time-space reconstructions. We first define the continuous, piecewise linear interpolant
U : r0, T s Ñ H1

0 pΩq between the nodal values Un�1 and Un, i.e.,

(2.13) Uptq :� `n0 ptqUn�1 � `n1 ptqUn, t P In,

with `n0 ptq :� tn � t

kn
and `n1 ptq :� t� tn�1

kn
, t P In. The space reconstruction of U , that was used in [20] to

obtain of optimal order a posteriori error estimates for the backward Euler-Galerkin fully discrete scheme is
given via

ωptq :� `n0 ptqRn�1Un�1 � `n1 ptqRnUn, t P In.
However, as the authors note in [1, 22] to obtain optimal order in time a posteriori error estimates for the
Crank-Nicolson method, a reconstruction in time is also needed. Appropriate time-space reconstructions for
Crank-Nicolson-Galerkin schemes were proposed by Bänsch, Karakatsani & Makridakis in [4] for the heat
equation. Here, we extend the definition of the two-point time-space reconstruction, introduced in [4] for
method (2.2) for linear Schrödinger equations.
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Definition 2.3 (time-space reconstruction). For 1 ¤ n ¤ N, we define the two-point time-space reconstructionpU : In Ñ H1
0 pΩq of the CNFE scheme (2.2) as

(2.14)

pUptq :� Rn�1Un�1 � t� tn�1

kn

�
RnΠnUn�1 �Rn�1Un�1

�� iα

» t
tn�1

RnΘpsq ds

� i

» t
tn�1

RnPnGU psq ds�
» t
tn�1

RnPnF psq ds, t P In,

where

(2.15) GU ptq :� gptn� 1
2
qUn� 1

2 � 2

kn
pt� tn� 1

2
q
�
gptn� 1

2
qUn� 1

2 � gptn�1qUn�1
�

and

(2.16) F ptq :� fptn� 1
2
q � 2

kn
pt� tn� 1

2
q
�
fptn� 1

2
q � fptn�1q

�
denote the linear interpolants of gU and f , respectively, at the nodes tn�1 and tn� 1

2
, and

(2.17) Θptq :� `n0 ptqΠnp�∆n�1qUn�1 � `n1 ptqp�∆nqUn.
In order to write compactly method (2.2) and the reconstruction pU , we introduce the notation

(2.18) W ptq :�
�

iαΘ � iPnGU � PnF
	
ptq, t P In.

With this notation, the reconstruction pU is rewritten as

(2.19) pUptq � Rn�1Un�1 � t� tn�1

kn

�
RnΠnUn�1 �Rn�1Un�1

�� » t
tn�1

RnW psq ds, t P In,

and method (2.2) as

(2.20)
Un �ΠnUn�1

kn
�W ptn� 1

2
q � 0, 1 ¤ n ¤ N.

Note that in each rtn�1, tns, W is a linear polynomial between the values
�
tn�1,W ptn�1q

�
and

�
tn� 1

2
,W ptn� 1

2
q�.

Thus, it is straightforward to see that

(2.21) W ptq �W ptn� 1
2
q � pt� tn� 1

2
qBtW ptq, t P In.

Proposition 2.1. For 1 ¤ n ¤ N, there holdspUpt�n�1q � Rn�1Un�1 and pUptnq � RnUn.

In particular, pU is continuous in time. Furthermore, it satisfies

(2.22) Bt pU � iαRnΘ � iRnPnGU � RnPnF � RnΠnUn�1 �Rn�1Un�1

kn
in In.

Proof. That pUpt�n�1q � Rn�1Un�1 is obvious from the definition of pU. Moreover,

pUptnq � RnΠnUn�1 �Rn

»
In

W ptq dt.

Since W is a linear polynomial in time in In, we have that
³
In
W ptq dt � knW ptn� 1

2
q and that pUptnq � RnUn

follows invoking (2.20). Finally, (2.22) is an immediate consequence of differentiation in time of (2.14). �

We conclude the section by computing the difference pU � ω. For this, we introduce, for 1 ¤ n ¤ N, the
notation

(2.23) B̄Wn� 1
2 :� 2

kn

�
W ptn� 1

2
q �W ptn�1q

�
.

Lemma 2.5 (the difference Û � ω). The difference pU � ω satisfies

(2.24) ppU � ωqptq � 1

2
ptn � tqpt� tn�1qRnB̄Wn� 1

2 , t P In.
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Proof. Using the definitions of pU and ω and the method in the form (2.20) we obtain

BtppU � ωqptq � �Rn
�
W ptq �W ptn� 1

2
q
	
.

Thus, using (2.21) and the fact that
³t
tn�1

ps� tn� 1
2
q ds � 1

2 pt� tn�1qpt� tnq, we obtain

(2.25) ppU � ωqptq � 1

2
ptn � tqpt� tn�1qRnBtW ptq, t P In.

Equality (2.24) follows now from (2.25), by noting that BtW ptq � B̄Wn� 1
2 , t P In; cf. (2.23) and the definition

(2.18) of W ptq. �

3. A Posteriori Error Estimates in the L8pL2q�norm

3.1. Main Ideas. In this section, we establish a posteriori error estimates in the L8pL2q�norm for problem
(1.1), using the tools developed in the previous section. To this end, we denote by e :� u�U the error, where
recall that U is the piecewise linear interpolant between the nodal values Un�1 and Un; cf. (2.13). To achieve
proving optimal order a posteriori error estimates in the L8pL2q�norm for (1.1) we split the error as

e :� ρ̂� σ � ε,

with ρ̂ :� u� pU , σ :� pU � ω and ε :� ω � U. We follow the notation and terminology of [4], i.e., we refer to ρ̂
as the main error, to σ as the time-reconstruction error and to ε as the elliptic-reconstruction error. The term
σ measures the error due to the reconstruction in time. This term is of optimal order in time, cf. (2.24), but
not yet an a posteriori quantity. It can be estimated a posteriori using the residual-type error estimators. The
residual estimators will also be used for the direct estimation of the elliptic-reconstruction error.

Finally, as we shall see, the main error ρ̂ satisfies a perturbation of the original PDE and it will be bounded
by the perturbed terms using energy techniques. The perturbed terms are either a posteriori quantities of
optimal order, or can be estimated a posteriori by estimators of optimal order. These terms will include
quantities that measure the time and space errors, the effect of mesh changes and the variation of the data f
and g. We now proceed with the estimation of σ and ε in Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

Proposition 3.1 (estimation of the time-reconstruction error). For 1 ¤ m ¤ N , the following estimate is

valid for the time reconstruction error σ � pU � ω:

(3.1) max
0¤t¤tm

}σptq} ¤ ET,0
m with ET,0

m :� max
1¤n¤m

k2n
8

�
}B̄Wn� 1

2 } � CηVnpB̄Wn� 1
2 q
�
.

Proof. We write RnB̄Wn� 1
2 � B̄Wn� 1

2 �pRn� IqB̄Wn� 1
2 and the desirable result now follows using (2.11) and

(2.24). �

Proposition 3.2 (estimation of the elliptic error). For the elliptic error ε � ω � U we have, for 1 ¤ m ¤ N :

(3.2) max
0¤t¤tm

}εptq} ¤ CES,0
m with ES,0

m :� max
0¤n¤m

ηVnpUnq.

Proof. For t P In, ε � `n0 ptqpRn�1 � IqUn�1 � `n1 ptqpRn � IqUn. Hence,

}εptq} ¤ max
!
}pRn�1 � IqUn�1}, }pRn � IqUn}

)
, t P In,

from where we immediately conclude (3.2), in view of (2.11). �

3.2. Estimation of the main error. In view of (2.22) we see that the reconstruction pU satisfies, for t P In,
the equation

(3.3) xBt pUptq, φy � iαx∇pUptq,∇φy � ixgptqpUptq, φy � xRptq, φy, @φ P H1
0 pΩq,

with

(3.4) Rptq :� �RnW ptq � RnΠnUn�1 �Rn�1Un�1

kn
� i

�� α∆� gptq�pω � σqptq, t P In.

Proposition 3.3 (error equation for ρ̂). The main error ρ̂ � u� pU satisfies, for t P In, the equation

(3.5) xBtρ̂ptq, φy � iαx∇ρ̂ptq,∇φy � ixgptqρ̂ptq, φy �
4̧

j�1

xRjptq, φy, @φ P H1
0 pΩq,
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where the residuals Rj , 1 ¤ j ¤ 4, are given by

(3.6) R1ptq :� pRn � IqW ptq � RnΠnUn�1

kn
� iα`n0 ptqpI �Πnq∆n�1Un�1,

(3.7) R2ptq :� i

2
ptn � tqpt� tn�1q

��� α∆n � gptq�B̄Wn� 1
2 � �

gptq � ḡnqpRn � IqB̄Wn� 1
2

�
,

(3.8) R3ptq :� i
�
gptq � ḡn

��
`n0 ptqpI �Rn�1qUn�1 � `n1 ptqpI �RnqUn

�
,

and

(3.9) R4ptq :� i
�
PnGU ptq � pgUqptq�� �

fptq � PnF ptq�.
Proof. Subtracting (3.3) from (1.2) we obtain, for t P In,
(3.10) xBtρ̂ptq, φy � iαx∇ρ̂ptq,∇φy � ixgptqρ̂ptq, φy � xfptq, φy � xRptq, φy, @φ P H1

0 pΩq.
We further write �� α∆� gptq�ωptq � �� α∆� ḡnqωptq �

�
gptq � ḡnqωptq,

where we recall that ωptq � `n0 ptqRn�1Un�1 � `n1 ptqRnUn, t P In. Thus (2.4), (2.17) yield

(3.11)

@�� α∆� gptq�ωptq, φD �αxΘptq, φy � α`n0 ptqxpΠn � Iq∆n�1Un�1, φy � xpgUqptq, φy
� @�

gptq � ḡnq
�
`n0 ptqpRn�1 � IqUn�1 � `n1 ptqpRn � IqUn�, φD.

Similarly, in view of (2.24), we obtain

(3.12)

@p�α∆� gptq�σptq, φy �1

2
ptn � tqpt� tn�1q�@�� α∆n � gptq�B̄Wn� 1

2 � �
gptq � ḡnqpRn � IqB̄Wn� 1

2

D
.

Combining (3.10), (3.4) with (3.11), (3.12) and using (2.18) we arrive at (3.5). �

Next, we prove the following auxiliary lemma.

Lemma 3.1. The residual R1 in (3.6) can be rewritten as

(3.13)

R1ptq � pt� tn� 1
2
qpRn � IqB̄Wn� 1

2 � pRn � IqUn � pRn�1 � IqUn�1

kn

� pI �Πnq�iα`n0 ptq∆n�1Un�1 � Un�1

kn

�
, t P In.

Proof. We just note, using the method in the form (2.20), that

pRn � IqW ptn� 1
2
q � RnΠnUn�1 �Rn�1Un�1

kn
� pI �RnqUn � pI �Rn�1qUn�1

kn
� pI �ΠnqU

n�1

kn
.

The result follows in light of (2.21), because BtW ptq � B̄Wn� 1
2 for t P In. �

Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.1 together with energy methods, lead to the following a posteriori estimation
in the L8pL2q�norm for the main error ρ̂.

Proposition 3.4 (estimation of the main error). Let pn :� supΩ�In |gpx, tq � ḡn|, 1 ¤ n ¤ N. Then, for the

main error ρ̂ � u� pU and 1 ¤ m ¤ N , it holds that

(3.14) max
0¤t¤tm

}ρ̂ptq} ¤ }u0 �R0U0} � ET,1
m � CpES,1

m � ES,2
m q � pCES,3

m � EC
m � ED

m,

where the time estimator ET,1
m is given by

(3.15) ET,1
m :�

m̧

n�1

» tn
tn�1

ptn � tqpt� tn�1q
2

}�� α∆n � gptq�B̄Wn� 1
2 } dt� C

m̧

n�1

k3n
24
pnηVnpB̄Wn� 1

2 q,

the space estimators ES,j
m , 1 ¤ j ¤ 3, are given by

(3.16)

ES,1
m :�

m̧

n�1

k2n
4
ηVnpB̄Wn� 1

2 q, ES,2
m :�

m̧

n�1

kn
2
pn
�
ηVn�1pUn�1q � ηVnpUnq�,

and ES,3
m :�

m̧

n�1

knηpVnpU
n

kn
,
Un�1

kn
q,
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and the coarsening and data estimators EC
m and ED

m are

(3.17) EC
m :�

m̧

n�1

» tn
tn�1

}pI �Πnq�Un�1

kn
� iα`n0 ptq∆n�1Un�1

�} dt,
and

(3.18) ED
m :�

m̧

n�1

» tn
tn�1

�
}PnGU ptq � pgUqptq} � }fptq � PnF ptq}

�
dt,

respectively.

Proof. Setting φ � ρ̂ in (3.5) and taking real parts yields

1

2

d

dt
}ρ̂ptq}2 � Re

@ 4̧

j�1

Rjptq, ρ̂ptq
D ¤ 4̧

j�1

}Rjptq} }ρ̂ptq}, t P In,

or,

(3.19) max
0¤t¤tm

}ρ̂ptq} ¤ }ρ̂p0q} �
4̧

j�1

» tm
0

}Rjptq} dt.

Then, it is easily seen that

(3.20)

» tm
0

}R1ptq} dt ¤ ES,1
m � ES,3

m � EC
m;

cf. (3.13), and

(3.21)

» tm
0

}R2ptq} dt ¤ ET,1
m ,

» tm
0

}R3ptq} dt ¤ ES,2
m ,

» tm
0

}R4ptq} dt ¤ ED
m;

cf. (3.7)–(3.9). Going back to (3.19) and plugging in (3.20)–(3.21) we readily obtain (3.14). �

Remark 3.1 (optimal order of the estimators in (3.14)). It is clear that the space estimators ES,j
m , 1 ¤ j ¤ 3,

are expected to be of optimal order of accuracy in space. In fact, estimator ES,1
m is expected to be of optimal

order in space and of order one in time, i.e., it is a superconvergent term. As far as the first part of the time
estimator ET,1

m is concerned, we note that» tn
tn�1

ptn � tqpt� tn�1q
2

���� α∆n � gptq�B̄Wn� 1
2

�� dt ¤ k3n
12

sup
tPIn

���� α∆n � gptq�B̄Wn� 1
2

��.
So, it is expected to be of optimal order of accuracy in time. Numerically, this term can be computed by
invoking a quadrature in time, which is at least second order accurate (i.e., at least as accurate as the accuracy of
the discretization method in time). The second part of ET,1

m is expected to be of optimal order in both time and
space. On the other hand, note that estimator EC

m is not identically zero, only during the coarsening procedure.
Finally, for the estimators related to the data of the problem we have }u0 �R0U0} ¤ }u0 � U0} � CηV0pU0q
and }PnGU ptq� pgUqptq} ¤ }pI�PnqGU ptq}� }pGU � gUqptq}. The term }fptq�PnF ptq} is handled similarly.
Thus, it is straightforward to see that ED

m can be split into optimal order estimators in time and space, while
}u0 �R0U0} is easily estimated a posteriori via optimal order estimators in space.

Remark 3.2 (the constants pn). For the constants pn we note that pn ¤ pn,1�pn,2 with pn,1 :� supΩ�In |gpx, tq�
gpx, tn� 1

2
q| and pn,2 � 1

2

�
supxPΩ |gpx, tn� 1

2
q| � infxPΩ |gpx, tn� 1

2
q|�. Therefore, pn,1 � Opknq, while pn,2 is rel-

atively small, provided that g does not change much, with respect to the spatial variable. More precisely,
pn,2 � 0 when g is constant in space, while the estimators that are multiplied by pn in (3.14) vanish for
constant potentials. This particular behavior of the estimators is natural from physical point of view.

We conclude with the main theorem of the paper.

Theorem 3.1 (a posteriori error estimate in the L8pL2q�norm). Let u be the exact solution of (1.1) and let
U be the continuous approximation (2.13) of u related to the modified Crank-Nicolson-Galerkin method (2.2).
Then, the following estimate is valid for 1 ¤ m ¤ N :

(3.22) max
0¤t¤tm

}pu� Uqptq} ¤ }u0 �R0U0} � ET,0
m � ET,1

m � C
2̧

j�0

ES,j
m � pCES,3

m � EC
m � ED

m,
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where ET,1
m , ES,j

m , 1 ¤ j ¤ 3, EC
m, ED

m are given by (3.15), (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18) and ET,0
m , ES,0

m are as in
(3.1) and (3.2), respectively.

Proof. We write u� U � ρ̂� σ � ε, whence, for 1 ¤ m ¤ N,

max
0¤t¤tm

}pu� Uqptq} ¤ max
0¤t¤tm

}ρ̂ptq} � max
0¤t¤tm

}σptq} � max
0¤t¤tm

}εptq}.

Estimate (3.22) is now an immediate consequence of Propositions 3.2, 3.1 and 3.4. �

4. Numerical Experiments: Uniform Partition

In this section, we perform various numerical experiments for the one-dimensional linear semiclassical
Schrödinger equation:

(4.1) Btu� i
ε

2
Bxxu� i

ε
V px, tqu � 0 in pa, bq � p0, T s,

using uniform partitions. Our experiments, not only illustrate and complement our theoretical results, but also
give important information in several other interesting aspects, like the behavior of the estimators with respect
to the parameter ε. At the moment, the particular behavior can only be proven formally; cf. Subsection 4.2.
In all of the numerical experiments, the initial data is of the well known semiclassical WKB form:

(4.2) u0pxq �
a
n0pxqei

S0pxq
ε .

In (4.2), n0 and S0 are real and smooth functions on ra, bs. In addition, n0 is positive on pa, bq and vanishes
(numerically) at the endpoints a and b.

The modified Galerkin-Crank-Nicolson method (2.2) and the corresponding a posteriori error estimators for
problem (4.1)-(4.2) with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, were implemented in a double precision
C program, using B-splines of degree r, r P N, as a basis for the finite element space Vn, 0 ¤ n ¤ N . The
involved projections Πn and Pn in (2.2) are taken to be the L2�projection onto Vn.

In what follows, we present some characteristic examples that allow us to verify the correct order of con-
vergence of the estimators in time and space, and their dependence on the Planck constant ε. We also report
on the relation between the time and space mesh sizes with respect to ε in order to have convergence.

4.1. EOC of the estimators. We proceed by studying two different cases. The first one concerns time-
independent potentials, while in the second one we consider a time-dependent potential.

Experiment 1 (Time-independent potentials). Here, we consider three well-known types of potential: a
constant potential, a harmonic oscillator and a double-well potential ([30, 13, 24]). In all three examples, the
Planck constant is taken to be of order 1. More precisely, we study the following cases:

a. V pxq � 100,
a
n0pxq � e�

25
2 x

2

, S0pxq � x2

2 , and ε � 1;

b. V pxq � x2

2 ,
a
n0pxq � e�25px�0.5q2 , S0pxq � 1 � x, and ε � 0.5;

c. V pxq � px2�0.25q2 � x4� 1
2x

2� 1
16 ,

a
n0pxq � e�

25
2 x

2

, S0pxq � � 1
5 ln

�
e5px�0.5q�e�5px�0.5q

	
, and ε � 0.25.

All computations are performed in ra, bs� r0, T s � r�2, 2s� r0, 1s. Our purpose is to compute the experimental
order of convergence (EOC) of the a posteriori error estimators at the final time T � 1. For this, we consider
uniform partitions in both time and space. If we denote by r the degree of B-splines used for the discretization
in space, then in each implementation, the relation between the mesh size h and the time step k is taken to be

(4.3) h � k
2

r�1

with equality, whenever possible. We also denote by M � b�a
h . Then, for each space estimator ES,j

N , 0 ¤ j ¤ 3,
the EOC is computed as

(4.4) EOC :�
log

�
ES,j
N p`q{ES,j

N p`� 1q
	

log
�
Mp`� 1q{Mp`q

	 ,

where ES,j
N p`q and ES,j

N p`�1q denote the value of the estimators in two consecutive implementations with mesh

sizes hp`q � b�a
Mp`q and hp` � 1q � b�a

Mp`�1q , respectively. Note that ES,1
N is expected to be of optimal order in

space and of order 1 in time, i.e., it is a superconvergent term. Therefore, the EOC we expect to observe is
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hr�1 � h r�1
2 � h

3
2 pr�1q, due to (4.3) and (4.4). Similarly, for the time estimators ET,j

N , 0 ¤ j ¤ 1, the EOC is
computed as

(4.5) EOC :�
log

�
ET,j
N p`q{ET,j

N p`� 1q
	

log
�
kp`q{kp`� 1q

	 .

We are also interested in computing the effectivity index, defined as the ratio between the total a posteriori
error estimator and the corresponding norm of the exact error. Since we do not have at our disposal the exact
solution for the three examples, we compute a reference solution uref instead, by taking very fine mesh and
time step. In particular, we take as k�1

ref � 40960, while in space we discretize by B-splines of degree 5 and take

as h�1
ref � 120. Then, the reference error is defined as Eref :� max

0¤n¤N
}urefptnq � Un}. In addition, we define

Etotal
N :� }u0 � U0} � ηV0pU0q � ET,0

N � ET,1
N �

3̧

j�0

ES,j
N � ED

N ,

and we compute the effectivity index ei as ei :� Etotal
N {Eref. Note that for uniform partitions, the coarsening

estimator EC
N is identically zero. Our findings are reported in Tables 1–6.

In the case of constant potential V pxq � 100, we discretize in space by linear B-splines. We recall that

in this case ES,2
N is identically zero and does not appear in Table 1. As we see in Tables 1, 2, all estimators

decrease with the correct order. We observe that the total error is mainly due to the time estimator ET,1
N ,

M ES,0
N EOC ES,1

N EOC ES,3
N EOC

640 5.0445e�04 – 1.3289e�02 – 6.1493e�02 –
1280 1.2609e�04 2.0003 1.7796e�03 2.9006 1.6361e�02 1.9102
2560 3.1522e�05 2.0000 2.2677e�04 2.9722 4.1610e�03 1.9753
5120 7.8804e�06 2.0000 2.8488e�05 2.9928 1.0448e�03 1.9937
10240 1.9701e�06 2.0000 3.5665e�06 2.9978 2.6150e�04 1.9983

Table 1. Space estimators ES,j
N , j � 0, 1, 3, and EOC for Experiment 1a.

k�1 ET,0
N EOC ET,1

N EOC Eref Etotal
N ei

160 3.1810e�02 – 2.3471 – 1.1329 2.4547 2.1668
320 8.2836e�03 1.9411 6.1356e�01 1.9356 5.4529e�01 6.4024e�01 1.1741
640 2.0935e�03 1.9843 1.5524e�01 1.9827 1.5026e�01 1.6178e�01 1.0767
1280 5.2481e�04 1.9960 3.8928e�02 1.9956 3.8853e�02 4.0541e�02 1.0434
2560 1.3129e�04 2.0090 9.7395e�03 1.9989 9.6973e�03 1.0140e�02 1.0456

Table 2. Time estimators ET,j
N , j � 0, 1, and EOC, total estimator Etotal

N , reference error
Eref, and effectivity index ei for Experiment 1a.

while the effectivity index is around 1.04, i.e., the total estimator Etotal
N is very close to the reference error.

However constant potentials are the simplest; actually, from physical point of view, having a constant potential
is like having no potential at all.

In Tables 3, 4 the results for the harmonic oscillator (1b) are presented. We use quadratic B-splines for
the discretization in space. The correct order of convergence is observed for all estimators. The dominant

estimator for the harmonic oscillator is ES,3
N , while the effectivity index tends asymptotically to the constant

value 4.5.
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M ES,0
N EOC ES,1

N EOC ES,2
N EOC ES,3

N EOC

75 1.3042e�02 – 1.5619e�01 – 2.4735e�02 – 6.3657e�01 –
120 3.1817e�03 3.0016 2.1398e�02 4.2293 6.0463e�03 2.9974 1.6747e�01 2.8410
185 8.6805e�04 3.0008 3.0282e�03 4.5172 1.6509e�03 2.9989 4.6712e�02 2.9497
295 2.1405e�04 3.0004 3.7707e�04 4.4646 4.0737e�04 2.9989 1.1585e�02 2.9881
470 5.2927e�05 3.0000 4.6730e�05 4.4831 1.0077e�04 2.9992 2.8684e�03 2.9972
750 1.3025e�05 3.0000 5.7532e�06 4.4820 2.4807e�05 2.9993 7.0610e�04 2.9994

Table 3. Space estimators ES,j
N , 0 ¤ j ¤ 3, and EOC for Experiment 1b.

k�1 ET,0
N EOC ET,1

N EOC Eref Etotal
N ei

80 5.7695e�03 – 2.0831e�01 – 1.0412e�01 1.0596 10.1767
160 1.3258e�03 2.1216 5.6917e�02 1.8718 4.3944e�02 2.6041e�01 5.9259
320 3.2430e�04 2.0314 1.4648e�02 1.9581 1.3199e�02 6.8543e�02 5.1930
640 8.0510e�05 2.0101 3.6910e�03 1.9886 3.5667e�03 1.6784e�02 4.7057
1280 2.0093e�05 2.0025 9.2463e�04 1.9971 9.2127e�04 4.1723 e�03 4.5289
2560 5.0210e�06 2.0006 2.3128e�04 1.9992 2.3004e�04 1.0513e�03 4.5701

Table 4. Time estimators ET,j
N , j � 0, 1, and EOC, total estimator Etotal

N , reference error
Eref, and effectivity index ei for Experiment 1b.

M ES,0
N EOC ES,1

N EOC ES,2
N EOC ES,3

N EOC

35 2.2902e�02 – 3.0041e�02 – 3.7853e�01 – 3.0978e�01 –
50 5.1709e�03 4.1724 3.5161e�03 6.0145 8.7250e�02 4.1144 7.1970e�02 4.0923
70 1.2925e�03 4.1206 4.3823e�04 6.1888 2.2013e�02 4.0929 1.8017e�02 4.1160
100 3.0294e�04 4.0676 5.0898e�05 6.0361 5.1836e�03 4.0545 4.2076e�03 4.0777
145 6.7657e�05 4.0345 5.6498e�06 5.9161 1.1609e�03 4.0270 9.3722e�04 4.0416
200 1.8587e�05 4.0176 7.7427e�07 6.1802 3.1941e�04 4.0129 2.5721e�04 4.0208

Table 5. Space estimators ES,j
N , 0 ¤ j ¤ 3, and EOC for Experiment 1c.

k�1 ET,0
N EOC ET,1

N EOC Eref Etotal
N ei

80 1.2555e�03 – 1.6010e�02 – 1.2414e�02 7.8510e�01 63.2431
160 2.5490e�04 2.3003 3.6767e�03 2.1225 3.4441e�03 1.7773e�01 51.6042
320 6.0463e�05 2.0758 9.0229e�04 2.0267 9.7835e�04 4.4277e�02 45.2568
640 1.4911e�05 2.0197 2.2452e�04 2.0067 2.1739e�04 1.0409e�02 47.8817
1280 3.7157e�06 2.0047 5.6068e�05 2.0016 5.5890e�05 2.3622e�03 42.2652
2560 9.2832e�07 2.0009 1.4014e�05 2.0003 1.3946e�05 6.6728e�04 47.8474

Table 6. Time estimators ET,j
N , j � 0, 1, and EOC, total estimator Etotal

N , reference error
Eref, and effectivity index ei for Experiment 1c.

Finally, for the double-well potential (1c), we discretize in space by cubic B-splines. The results are listed
in Tables 5, 6. For this example, the effectivity index seems to be asymptotically constant (around 47.8), but
it is certainly larger compared to the previous two examples. This is maybe an indicator that the presented
analysis can be improved, in order to end-up with better effectivity indices. Effectivity indices of this size were
also observed in experiments for the two-dimensional heat equation, for backward Euler finite element schemes
([20]) and for the corresponding to (2.2) method ([5]).
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Experiment 2 (A time-dependent potential). In the second experiment we consider the time-dependent

potential V px, tq � p1� tq2 x2

2 . Such potentials were studied for example in [21, 7]. In order to have an example
where we can evaluate the exact error, instead of solving numerically problem (4.1)–(4.2) with zero Dirichlet
boundary conditions, we replace (4.1) by

(4.6) Btu� i

2
Bxxu� iV px, tqu � fpx, tq

(for this experiment, ε � 1). We consider as exact solution upx, tq � e�25px�tq2eip1�tqp1�xq and we calculate f
through (4.6).

We take again ra, bs � r0, T s � r�2, 2s � r0, 1s and we perform the same computations as in Experiment
1. In space, we discretize by quadratic B-splines. The numerical results are reported in Tables 7, 8. The

M ES,0
N EOC ES,1

N EOC ES,2
N EOC ES,3

N EOC

75 1.3090e�02 – 7.2318e�03 – 2.8864e�02 – 1.4480e�01 –
120 3.1864e�03 3.0063 7.9989e�04 4.6846 7.0052e�03 3.0126 3.5234e�02 3.0071
185 8.6868e�04 3.0025 1.0649e�04 4.6583 1.9068e�03 3.0061 9.6015e�03 3.0035
295 2.1412e�04 3.0012 1.3072e�05 4.5036 4.6970e�04 3.0026 2.3665e�03 3.0069
470 5.2935e�05 3.0004 1.6152e�06 4.4895 1.1608e�04 3.0012 5.8502e�04 3.0005
750 1.3026e�05 3.0002 1.9878e�07 4.4826 2.8560e�05 3.0005 1.4396e�04 3.0002
1190 3.2610e�06 3.0000 2.4920e�08 4.4982 7.1492e�06 3.0002 3.6039e�05 3.0000
1885 8.2045e�07 3.0000 3.7518e�09 4.1164 1.7986e�06 3.0001 9.0671e�06 3.0001

Table 7. Space estimators ES,j
N , 0 ¤ j ¤ 3, and EOC for Experiment 2.

k�1 ET,0
N EOC ET,1

N EOC Eex Etotal
N ei

80 6.9252e�04 – 3.3241e�02 – 6.6552e�04 2.6595e�01 399.612
160 1.6443e�04 2.0744 7.7801e�03 2.0951 1.6474e�04 6.2511e�02 379.4525
320 4.0878e�05 2.0081 1.9170e�03 2.0209 4.1787e�05 1.6624e�02 397.8271
640 1.0204e�05 2.0022 4.7815e�04 2.0033 1.0658e�05 4.0799e�03 382.8016
1280 2.5513e�06 1.9998 1.1953e�04 2.0000 2.6883 e�06 1.0073e �03 374.6978
2560 6.3801e�07 1.9996 2.9888e�05 1.9997 6.7413e�07 2.4807e�04 367.9854
5120 1.5988e�07 1.9968 7.4898e�06 1.9966 1.6935e�07 6.2075e�05 366.5486
10240 3.9973e�08 2.0000 1.8728e�06 1.9997 4.2433e�08 1.5602e�05 367.6855

Table 8. Time estimators ET,j
N , j � 0, 1, and EOC, total estimator Etotal

N , exact error Eex,
and effectivity index ei for Experiment 2.

correct order of convergence is observed for the estimators. The effectivity index tends asymptotically to a
constant value, which is around 368, which is a strong indication that there maybe room for improvement of
the analysis. We point out though, that no a posteriori error bounds of optimal order exist in the literature
for time-dependent potentials and any numerical method. It is the first time that a complete a posteriori error
analysis is provided and numerically verified for operators of the form ip�∆� V px, tqq.

4.2. ε�sensitivity of the estimators. In the case of WKB initial data for the problem (4.1)-(4.2) one can
show that

sup
0¤t¤T

}B
mu

Btm ptq} � Op 1

εm
q and sup

0¤t¤T
}B

mu

Bxm ptq} � Op 1

εm
q, m P N0,

provided n0, S0 and V are regular enough; [2]. In that respect, and assuming that Un, 0 ¤ n ¤ N, are
reasonably good approximations to u at the nodes tn, we expect the following behavior of the a posteriori
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error estimators with respect to the parameter ε:

ES,0
N � Oph

r�1

εr�1
q, ES,1

N � Oph
r�1

εr�2

k

ε
q, ES,2

N � Oph
r�1

εr�2
q, ES,3N � Oph

r�1

εr�2
q,(4.7)

ET,0
N � O

�k2
ε2
p1 � hr�1

εr�1
q
	
, ET,1

N � O
�k2
ε3
p1 � hr�1

εr�2
q
	
.(4.8)

Relations (4.7)–(4.8) give us an idea on how we have to choose the time and space steps so that the estimators
converge. The suggested choice seems to be restrictive; however it is the expected one. Indeed the a priori
error analysis for CNFE schemes gives that

(4.9) max
0¤n¤N

}uptnq � Un} � Oph
r�1

εr�2
� k2

ε3
q,

cf. [2], and naturally, conditions (4.7)-(4.8) were not expected to be more relaxed. Next, we verify numerically

(4.7)–(4.8). To this end, we consider
a
n0pxq � e�25px�0.5q2 , S0pxq � �1

5 ln
�

e5px�0.5q � e�5px�0.5q
	
, and the

constant potential V pxq � 10. We solve numerically problem (4.1)–(4.2) in pa, bq � p0, T s � p�1, 2q � p0, 0.54s,
for ε � 0.005 and ε � 0.001, using B-splines of degree 1 or 3. Since the potential is taken to be constant,

estimator ES,2
N is identically zero. The particular example has been considered earlier in [2] (see also [26]) and

it is interesting because caustics are formed before the final time T � 0.54.
First, we consider the case ε � 0.005. We discretize by B-splines of degree 1 and we consider uniform

partitions in both time and space with k � h. The behavior of the space and time a posteriori error estimators

are reported in Table 9. As (4.7) suggests, estimator ES,1
N has the expected behavior for k � h ¤ 5 � 10�4,

k � h ES,0
N ES,1

N ES,3
N ET,0

N ET,1
N

10�2 5.9846e�01 3.3162e�02 6.4332e�01 5.5855 1.8291e�03
10�3 5.1220e�03 2.0283 3.9587 1.8122e�01 1.3029e�02
5 � 10�4 1.2789e�03 3.2267e�01 1.2595 5.7015e�02 4.1315e�01
10�4 5.1137e�05 2.8842e�03 5.6296e�02 2.5351e�03 1.8417
5 � 10�5 1.2784e�05 3.6194e�04 1.4128e�02 6.3615e�04 4.6218e�01
10�5 5.1136e�07 3.2460e�06 5.6582e�04 2.5476e�05 1.8510e�02

Table 9. Space estimators ESS,jN , j � 0, 1, 3, and time estimators ET,j
N , j � 0, 1, for ε � 0.005.

while ES,3
N for h ¤ 10�4. Similar results, verifying (4.8), are observed for the time estimators ET,0

N and ET,1
N .

In particular, note that for k ¥ 10�4, ET,1
N is not reasonable, something we expect, provided that (4.8) is true

and ε � 0.005. Note however, that estimator ES,0
N behaves better than expected, since for h � 10�2 it already

decays with optimal order.
Next, we consider the case ε � 0.001. We discretize in space by cubic B-splines. To verify numerically (4.7),

we take constant time step, k � 5 � 10�3 so that k
ε � Op1q, and thus be able to see only the effect of the

space discretization with respect to ε for ES,1
N . As before, in Table 10, the stated relation (4.7) between h and

ε is observed for ES,1
N and ES,3

N . We also verify the corresponding relation between h and ε in (4.7) for ES,0
N .

Indeed, despite the fact that ES,0
N is small, even for M � 600 (h � 5 � 10�3), it does not decay with optimal

order. The correct behavior is initiated for M � 1500 (h � 2 � 10�3), and verified for M � 3000 (h � 10�3).
For the time estimators, (4.8) is verified with constant mesh size h � 5 � 10�4 (M � 6000). Our choice of h

is so that h4

ε5 is controlled, and allow us to exploit the behavior of k with respect to ε. Our findings are shown
in Table 10.

5. Numerical Experiments: Adaptivity

In this section, we adjust and further develop a time-space adaptive algorithm for linear Schrödinger equa-
tions, using the a posteriori error estimators derived earlier. Our goal is to study numerically the behavior of
the estimators under this adaptive algorithm, and investigate the benefits, in terms of computational cost and
accuracy, of time-space adaptivity.
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M ES,0
N ES,1

N ES,3
N k ET,0

N ET,1
N

600 3.6649e�01 2.4658e�02 1.9454e�03 10�3 1.2389 4.4981e�03
1500 4.6616e�02 3.2401e�01 2.5136e�02 5 � 10�4 5.8702e�01 2.1314e�03
3000 2.6006e�03 1.8065 1.4019e�01 10�4 5.6881e�02 2.0655e�02
4500 4.9896e�04 3.4653e�01 2.6894 5 � 10�5 1.5444e�02 5.6083e�01
6000 1.5618e�04 1.0846e�01 8.4179e�01 10�5 6.3630e�04 2.3107
7500 6.3646e�05 4.4198e�02 3.4304e�01 5 � 10�6 1.5923e�04 5.7822e�01
9000 3.0608e�05 2.1254e�02 1.6497e�01 2.5 � 10�6 3.9816e�05 1.4459e�01

Table 10. Space estimators ES,j
N , j � 0, 1, 3, with k � 5�10�5, and time estimators ET,j

N , j �
0, 1, with M � 6000, for ε � 0.001.

To this end, we consider, as in the previous section, the one-dimensional linear Schrödinger equation in the
semiclassical regime, cf. (4.1), along with the WKB initial condition (4.2). The presented numerical experiments
indicate that adaptivity through the a posteriori error bounds is indeed advantageous, especially for relatively
small values of the Planck constant ε, for both time-independent and time-dependent potentials. Furthermore,
by appropriately modifying the adaptive algorithm we are able to construct efficient approximations, not only
to the exact solution u, but also to observables (1.5) and (1.6) of problem (4.1)-(4.2). As already mentioned,
for small values of ε it is very difficult to approximate correctly (1.5) and (1.6), unless very fine mesh sizes
are used. The problem becomes harder in cases where caustics develop. This is a hard and delicate issue and
adaptivity can play an important role to resolve it.

5.1. The adaptive algorithm. We consider, modify and further develop the time-space algorithm of [29],
introduced first in [27]. We stress out that we do not claim that the particular adaptive algorithm is an optimal
one. However, it appears to perform well for the problem under consideration and the estimators at hand. In
that respect, it is possible to check the efficiency and robustness of the estimators.

For linear Schrödinger equations, an adaptive algorithm has also been proposed by Dörfler in [12]. For
parabolic problems, a number of adaptive algorithms exists in the literature; cf., e.g., [8, 29] and the references
therein. It is to be emphasized though that in the literature exists only one proven convergent time-space
adaptive algorithm for evolution problems and can be found in [16]. This algorithm is appropriate for the heat
equation and backward Euler finite element schemes and it is not clear how to generalize it to other problems
and higher order in time methods.

We next briefly describe the algorithm we use. To this end, we use Gn to indicate the spatial grid at t � tn.
We also use the notation ζI0 :� }u0 � U0} � ηV0pU0q. In addition, we can write

ET,0
m :� max

1¤n¤m
ζT,0n , ES,0

m :� max
0¤n¤m

ζS,0n ,

ET,1
m ¤ max

1¤n¤m
ζT,1n , ES,j

m ¤ max
1¤n¤m

ζS,jn , 1 ¤ j ¤ 3 EC
m ¤ max

1¤n¤m
ζCn , ED

m ¤ max
1¤n¤m

ζDn ,

where ζT,jn , 0 ¤ j ¤ 1, ζS,jn , 0 ¤ j ¤ 3, ζCn and ζDn can readily be obtained from (3.1), (3.2), and (3.15)–(3.18).
In all computations the constant C, cf., (3.15), is taken equal to 1 and the involved local time integrals are
computed using the midpoint quadrature rule. For 1 ¤ n ¤ m ¤ N, we further define

ζTn :� ζT,0n � ζT,1n and ζSn :�
3̧

j�0

ζS,jn � ζCn � ζDn ,

and let tolS and tolT denote the tolerances for the local time and space estimators ζTn and ζSn, respectively.
The main steps of the adaptive algorithm are summarized schematically in the pseudocode below.

More precisely, the adaptive algorithm starts by advancing the solution and computing the local space
and time estimators. Next, before starting the process of adapting the spatial grid, we perform a time-step
refinement, if necessary, based on the local time estimator. We proceed on the spatial adaptation part of
algorithm based on the local space estimator: we first mark the elements for refinement and/or coarsening and
we adapt the grid appropriately, we recompute the solution and the local space and time estimators. Next we
perform another time-step refinement, if necessary, based on the local time estimator and then we loop back
to the space estimator check. One step of the adaptive algorithm then concludes by a time-step coarsening
step.
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Time-Space Adaptive Algorithm

1 Choose Parameters : tolS, tolT, δ1 P p0, 1q, δ2 ¡ 1, θ1 P p0, 1q, θ2 P p0, θ1q
2 Initialization:

3 Given an initial grid G0 compute U0, ζI0, ζ
S,0
0

4 G0 :�AdaptInitialGrid(U0, ζI0, ζ
S,0
0 ), t � 0

5 while t   T do
6 At tn�1 given pGn�1, kn�1, U

n�1q set Gn :� Gn�1, kn :� kn�1, tn :� tn�1 � kn
7 Solve the discrete problem: pGn�1, U

n�1q Ñ pGn, Unq
8 Compute Estimators ζSn, ζ

T
n on Gn

9 while ζTn ¡ θ1tolT do
10 kn :� δ1kn�1

11 tn :� tn�1 � kn
12 Solve the discrete problem: pGn�1, U

n�1q Ñ pGn, Unq
13 Compute Estimators ζSn, ζ

T
n on Gn

14 end

15 while ζSn ¡ tolS do
16 Mark Elements for Refinement and/or Coarsening

17 if elements are marked then
18 Adapt grid Gn
19 Solve the discrete problem: pGn�1, U

n�1q Ñ pGn, Unq
20 Compute Estimators ζSn, ζ

T
n on Gn

21 end

22 while ζTn ¡ θ1tolT do
23 kn :� δ1kn�1

24 tn :� tn�1 � kn
25 Solve the discrete problem: pGn�1, U

n�1q Ñ pGn, Unq
26 Compute Estimators ζSn, ζ

T
n on Gn

27 end

28 end

29 if ζTn ¤ θ2tolT then
30 kn :� δ2kn
31 end

32 t :� tn
33 end

Reasonable choices for the parameters θ1 and θ2 are θ1 � 0.9 and θ2 � 0.2, while for δ1 and δ2 we take
δ1 � 0.75 and δ2 � 1.25. In all of the experiments, the coarsening percentage is taken to be 10%. For the
mesh refinement percentage, we take 1% for the time-dependent potentials and 5% for all the other cases. In
the sequel, we denote by ẼT

m and ẼS
m the following global time and space estimators:

ẼT
m :� ET,0

m � max
1¤n¤m

ζT,1n and ẼS
m :� ζI0 � ES,0

m �
3̧

j�1

max
1¤n¤m

ζS,jn � max
0¤n¤m

ζCn � max
0¤n¤m

ζDn ,

respectively. Finally, we define the total degrees of freedom of the adaptive algorithm at the final time T as

Total DoF’s :�
� Ņ

n�1

knMn

�
� 1,

where
�
�
�

denotes the integral part of a real number and Mn denotes the degrees of freedom at time-level tn.

5.2. Time-independent potentials. For the first set of the numerical experiments with adaptivity, we con-
sider two characteristic cases of time-independent potentials: a constant potential and a harmonic oscillator.
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In both cases, we consider the WKB initial data (4.2) with

(5.1)
a
n0pxq � e�λ

2px�0.5q2 , S0pxq � � 1

λ
ln
�

eλpx�0.5q � e�λpx�0.5q
	
.

In particular we consider:
Case 1: ra, bs � r0, T s � r0, 1s � r0, 0.1s, V pxq � 10, ε � 10�4 and λ � 30.

Case 2: ra, bs � r0, T s � r�1, 2s � r0, 0.54s, V pxq � x2

2 , ε � 10�3 and λ � 5.
For the first case, we discretize in space by B-splines of degree 4. The particular example is interesting,

because caustics are formed before the final time T � 0.1. We first apply the time-space adaptive algorithm.
As expected, we observe adaptivity in space. We do not observe adaptivity in time, because the considered
potential does not change in time. However, it is to be emphasized that regardless of the initial choice of the
time-step, the adaptive algorithm is able to produce the required time-step for the desirable tolerance of the
error. For this example, the given initial time-step was 10�3 and adapted by the algorithm to 1.34 � 10�7,
which is in agreement with (4.8) (see also (4.9)). Next, we perform the same experiment, but using uniform
partitions and the same degrees of freedom as in the adaptive algorithm. The estimators are plotted in Figure 1
in logarithmic scale, for both the adaptive algorithm and the uniform partition. We observe that the total
estimator computed with the uniform partition is two orders of magnitude larger compared to the corresponding
one using adaptivity. Since the time-step, after its initial adaptation remains fixed, the evolution of the total
time estimator is the same for both the adaptive algorithm and the corresponding uniform partition. The
total space estimator dominates the time estimator in the uniform partition, and this is the reason that ẼS

m

coincides with the total estimator on the right plot of Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Evolution of ẼT
m, ẼS

m and total estimator in logarithmic scale, using adaptivity
(left) and uniform partitions with the same degrees of freedom (right) for the case V pxq � 10.

For the second case, we discretize in space by cubic B-splines and we apply again the adaptive algorithm. As
initial time-step we take again 10�3 and adapted to 7.5� 10�5, which is larger than the expected one. This is
because both (4.8), (4.9) are sufficient, but not always necessary conditions for convergence for problem (4.1)–
(4.2). The fact that the adaptive algorithm is able to compute the correct time-step size can be considered
an advantage, since for the linear Schrödinger equation in the semiclassical regime such a choice is crucial and
delicate from the point of view of accuracy and stability of the approximations, as well as from the point of
view of computational cost. In each time-slot, the mesh sizes vary from 7.32�10�6 to 2.4�10�1, which proves
that conditions (4.7) can be relaxed through adaptivity in space; very fine mesh sizes are needed only in certain
areas of r�1, 2s. In Figure 2, we plot the evolution of time, space and total estimators in logarithmic scale and
the position density at the beginning and at the final time T � 0.54. As we observe from the plot of |U |2 at
T � 0.54, caustics are formed for this problem as well. The a priori knowledge of such information requires
very technical and tedious calculations. However this information can be obtained through the a posteriori
error analysis and adaptivity.
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Figure 2. Evolution of ẼT
m, ẼS

m and total estimator in logarithmic scale, using the adaptive
algorithm (left) and position density for t0 � 0 (upper right) and at the final time T � 0.54
(lower right) for the harmonic oscillator.

5.3. Time-dependent potentials. The simplest time-dependent potentials are of the form V px, tq � x2

2 ωptq,
where ω denotes a smooth function in time; [7, 21]. To check the efficiency of the estimators during time
adaptivity, we choose two time-dependent potentials of this form, which change relatively fast with time.

For the first experiment, we solve in ra, bs � r0, T s � r1, 2s � r0, 3s and we take V px, tq � x2

2
� 1

10t� 0.05
and ε � 10�2. As

a
n0pxq we take the one in (5.1), while we choose S0pxq � 5px2 � xq, and we define the

initial condition through (4.2). We use quadratic B-splines and we apply the time-space adaptive algorithm.
In Figure 3, we plot the evolution of the estimators in a logarithmic scale, as well as the variation of the
time-steps kn during time adaptivity. The considered potential changes faster with time in the subinterval
r0, 1s, compared to r1, 3s, and this is the reason the required time-step is considerably smaller in this area. For
this experiment, in each time-slot, the mesh sizes vary from 1.17 � 10�4 to 1.2 � 10�1.

For the second experiment, we solve in ra, bs � r0, T s � r�1, 2s � r0, 1s and we take V px, tq � x2

2
� 1

t� 0.05
and ε � 2.5 � 10�3. We take the same initial condition as in the previous experiment and cubic B-splines. In
Figure 4, we plot the evolution of the estimators in logarithmic scale and the variation in time of the time-steps
and of the degrees of freedom. This is a characteristic example where intensive adaptivity is observed, in both
time and space.

In Figure 5, we plot four snapshots: at the beginning, at the final time and in two intermediate times. From
the plots we can also see the distribution of the grid points. At t � 0, we start with uniform partition. For the
remaining three snapshots, we observe that the points are dense close to rough changes of the approximation.
Especially, in the third snapshot (left plot from below), almost all the points are concentrated close to the
peak, while in areas where the solution doesn’t change much, the grid is very sparse. This is an indicator of the
robustness of the adaptive algorithm which can provide reliable results with considerably less computational
cost, compared to uniform grids.

5.4. Approximation of the observables. We focus next on the approximation of the observables (1.5),
(1.6). In particular, we propose a modification of the adaptive algorithm and we verify numerically the
advantages of the modified algorithm for the approximation of the observables, in terms of computational cost
and accuracy.
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Figure 4. Evolution of estimators in logarithmic scale (left) and variation of the time-steps

kn and the DoF’s versus t (right) during adaptivity for V px, tq � x2

2 � 1
t�0.05 .

For CNFE schemes, it is well known that the restrictive conditions between mesh sizes and the parameter ε
needed for the efficient error control of the exact solution of (4.1)–(4.2) can be relaxed for the error control of
the corresponding observables. More precisely, as it was proven in [25, 26], a sufficient and necessary condition
for approximating well the observables is h

ε � k
ε Ñ 0. Moreover, the L8pL2q approximation of the exact

solution implies the L8 approximation of observables’ mean value; [2]. In view of all these, we modify the
adaptive algorithm as follows: We multiply all estimators but ES,0

m and ET,0
m by ε, so that the new estimators

will converge provided that h
ε � k

ε Ñ 0, cf., (4.7),(4.8). Then, we apply the same algorithm, but with respect
to these new estimators.

We then perform various numerical experiments to verify whether this partially heuristic idea can be advan-
tageous to the approximation of the observables. More precisely, we consider the constant potential V pxq � 10
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Figure 5. Snapshots of the real part of the approximation and distribution of the grid points

for the case V px, tq � x2

2 � 1
t�0.05 .

and the WKB initial condition (4.2) with
?
n0 and S0 as in (5.1). We perform the experiments with adaptivity

only in space.
For the first two tests, we take ra, bs � r0, T s � r�1, 2s � r0, 0.54s, λ � 5 and ε � 10�3 or ε � 2.5 � 10�4.

Recall that the particular example, considered earlier in [2], is interesting because caustics are formed before
the final time. For the case ε � 10�3, we take k � 10�5 and discretize by quadratic B-splines, whereas for
ε � 2.5�10�4, we take k � 3�10�6 and discretize by B-splines of degree 4. In Figures 6, 8, we plot the position
density using the adaptive algorithm (left plot) and uniform grid with the same degrees of freedom (right plot).
The solid line corresponds to the exact observable which is possible to compute for constant potentials. The
dotted lines correspond to the approximate observable. As we observe form these plots, the approximation
using adaptivity is very good, while the one using uniform partition misses completely the angles and peaks.
Similar comments can be made for the plots referring to the current density. These plots can be viewed in
Figures 7 and 9 for ε � 10�3 and 2.5 � 10�4, respectively. In the plots concerning the approximations with
space adaptivity, we also see the distribution of the grid points. It is remarkable that most of the points are
concentrated close to the angles and peaks. On the contrary, very few points are placed around the endpoints,
where the observables remain constant. The total number of degrees of freedom in adaptivity corresponds to
1458 DoF’s in each time-slot for ε � 10�3 and to 3186 for the case ε � 2.5 � 10�4. The required degrees of
freedom in each time-slot with uniform partition are more than 3000 for ε � 10�3 and more than 12000 for
ε � 2.5 � 10�4.
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Figure 6. Position density at the final time T � 0.54 in case ε � 10�3. Solid line represents
the exact observable, while dotted line represents the approximation using adaptivity (left)
and uniform partition with the same DoF’s (right).
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Figure 7. Current density at the final time T � 0.54 in case ε � 10�3. Solid line represents
the exact observable, while dotted line represents the approximation using adaptivity (left)
and uniform partition with the same DoF’s (right).

The first two tests indicate that the smaller the value of ε using adaptivity is very advantageous. To make
this indication stronger, we perform a final test in which ra, bs�r0, T s � r0, 1s�r0, 0.1s, λ � 30 and ε � 5�10�5.
This is another example where caustics are formed. We use cubic B-splines and k � 5 � 10�7.

In Figures 10,11, we plot on the left the approximation with space adaptivity and on the right the cor-
responding with uniform partition and the same degrees of freedom. The result obtained using the uniform
partition is very poor. The approximate solution misses the angles and peaks, and, in fact, fails to approximate
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Figure 8. Position density at the final time T � 0.54 in case ε � 2.5 � 10�4. Solid line rep-
resents the exact observable, while dotted line represents the approximation using adaptivity
(left) and uniform partition with the same DoF’s (right).
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Figure 9. Current density at the final time T � 0.54 in case ε � 2.5 � 10�4. Solid line rep-
resents the exact observable, while dotted line represents the approximation using adaptivity
(left) and uniform partition with the same DoF’s (right).

the actual observables. On the other hand, those obtained by adaptivity, appear to be very good approxima-
tions. The number of total degrees of freedom in adaptivity corresponds to 3670 DoF’s in each time-slot, while
the required DoF’s in each time slot with uniform partition is more than 20000.

This final set of experiments, indicates that the a posteriori error estimators can appropriately be used
together with adaptive strategies not only for the efficient error control of the wave function u, but for the
observables as well. The tests suggest that the computational cost is drastically reduced and the adaptive
procedure gives impressive results for small values of the Planck constant ε. However, no rigorous analysis has
been provided and further numerical experiments including more general potentials need to be performed in
order to draw safe conclusions. This very interesting problem requires further investigation and will be the
subject of a forthcoming work.
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Figure 10. Position density at the final time T � 0.1 in case ε � 5 � 10�5. Solid line
represents the exact observable, while dot line represents the approximation using adaptivity
(left) and uniform partition with the same DoF’s (right).
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Figure 11. Position density at the final time T � 0.1 in case ε � 5�10�5. Solid line represents
the exact observable, while dotted line represents the approximation using adaptivity (left)
and uniform partition with the same DoF’s (right).
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